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Red Shutters “Set O ff” Allison Pre-Fab
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The basic features of most of 
the pre-fabs here are the same, 
but almost every couple has 
made changes. Gerald Allison of 
the Machine Room and his wife 
added re,d shutters to their home 
which is located on the Rosnian 
highway. They have also pa
pered their rooms, adding still 
more to the neatness and attrac
tiveness of their nice pre-fab.

DeBrabants Have Reason To Be Proud O f Home

That sparkle in the eyes of 
Douglas DeBrabant, Jr., is there 
for a reason—for who wouldn’t 
be proud of thei nice pre-fab 
which his parents have provided 
for him in North Brevard. Doug, 
Jr.’s arrival five months ago al
most coincided with the arrival 
of his home and since that time 
both arrivals have been keeping 
his parents busy but it’s the kind 
of work that carries with it much 
satisfaction a n d  enjoyment. 
Doug, Jr.’s Dad is employed in 
Maintenance.


